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Summer Salutations
AnBryce Staff

Summer is here in full force with blue skies and hot days! This means it's the perfect weather to plan
Orientation. We'll hope those same blue skies and (not quite as hot) temps are here come August, too.
We are so excited to welcome our 10th cohort to campus and planning a great early orientation with
scholars and families to get everyone acclimated and ready for the next academic year!

Before we completely jump ahead to fall, we wanted to celebrate our recent graduates and all good
things from the 2021-2022 school year. Keep scrolling for pictures from our Commencement Dinner and
and a video we shared that evening.

Also included in this newsletter are photos of our scholars taking part in this year's Notre Dame's
"Forever Irish" Reunion Weekend. This was a special year honoring 50 years of women at Notre Dame. 

We are excited to share news and celebrate our current scholars too. Our students are studying and
working all over the United States and the world this summer! Summer enrichment has never been
richer. If you have Instagram, be sure to follow us (@absinotredame). We will have scholar takeovers
all summer.

Finally, a HUGE thank you to all who donated to AnBryce during Notre Dame Day! Our donors helped
us receive addtional Challege Fund support and we won $1,000 from the Biggest Movers Challenge.
Grateful for all of our continued support and a hearty welcome to our first time donors!

Thank you all for your support and love this year and always.

Maria, Amanda, and Sarah

Class of 2022

"College and university commencement ceremonies are
significant transition points. It is crucial to experience them
fully, to reflect on the journeys culminating in them with the
benefit of hindsight, and to help create opportunities for
others to follow in your footsteps.” 

Hugh Page,Vice President of Institutional Transformation  

Pam Alvarado-Alfaro

Political Science with Honors
and Psychology

Tarik Brown

Computer Science with a Public
Policy minor

Hakeem Ceesay

Finance and Applied and
Computational Mathematics and

Statistics

Rachel Dinh

Anthropology and Pre-Health
Studies with a Theology minor

Jacqueline Lomeli

Mechanical Engineering

Karla Luquin

Biology with a Latino Studies
minor

Helton Rodriguez

Biology with a Theology
minor

Jordan Theriault

Chemistry

Marilyn Zizumbo

Environmental Engineering

Scholars at Reunion 2022

Miguel Coste '23 offering a
blessing at the Celebration of 50
Years of Women at Notre Dame

Breakfast 

Lala Petty '23 (right of banner) at
the unvieling of the new Fight

Song lyrics. She also offered an
invocation at the evening's event.

Jess Pedroza '17 (with Dr.
McKenna) spoke at the "Fr.
Ted Said..." Speaker event

during Reunion

In other scholar news...

Aiden Robertson '24 was
named a Gilman Scholar and is
studying abroad in Alcoy, Spain.

Jada Davis '24 was named a
Gilman Scholar and will study

abroad in Perth, Australia.

Jasmine Mitchell '24 was
named a Gilman Scholar and will

study abroad in London,
England.

Zoe Usowski '19 received her Masters of Arts in
Elementary Education from Fairfield University. Zoe's

thesis research was on classroom communication
strategies across neurodivergent and neurotypical

students in the inclusive classroom.

Ida Addo '24 studying abroad
in Brazil

Edson Augustin '25 (center)
studying abroad in London

Marilyn Zizumbo '22 serving
as a program assistant with
Engineering's study abroad

program in London

Corey Bowden, Jr '25 studying abroad in Thailand

Aiden Robertson '24
studying abroad in Alcoy,

Spain

Myldred Hernandez-Gonzalez '24 and
Jocelyn Limon '25 are operating a

bookmobile with St Joseph's Indian School in
South Dakota

Lizbeth Cortez-Galindo
'25 and Paige Jenkins
'25 are in Miami doing a

summer service
immersion

Jada Davis '24, Logan Balfantz '24 and
Derrick Patrick '25 in our lounge. Jada

and Logan are on campus doing research
and Derrick is working at the IDEA Center

Jasmine Mitchell
'24 doing summer
research abroad in

Dublin, Ireland

Fredy Espinosa '23 studying
abroad in Berlin, Germany

(Not pictured, but doing cool things: Jackie Lomeli '22 serving as a program assistant for
Engineering's study abroad program in Alcoy, Spain. Chanelly Diaz '25 and Shaker Erbini '24
doing Summer Service Learning Programs in Richmond and South Bend, respectively. Brynn
Howard '25 working at Camp Sweeney in Texas. Bryan Barriga '23 and Lesli Romero '23
interning with engineering companies in Anaheim and Washington, DC, respectively. Taylor
Locust '23 and Aaron Jalca '23 doing research at Notre Dame. Miguel Coste '23 interning with
the Notre Dame Office of University Relations in their Development Office. Helton Rodriguez
'22 working with ND Vision. 

We loved this temporary seating on our quad during the Class of 2020 Celebration. Lucky for us it has
stayed out for the summer on DeBartolo Quad and elsewhere around ND. 
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